
At the Big Lab, you were able to build and experiment with roller coasters. One thing 
we investigated is how differences in the weight of the balls affect the energy they 
have going through the track. The balls used in the roller coaster activity also had 
momentum. In this activity, you will see how momentum is transferred from one object 
to another.

-Ruler with groove in the center
-Pencil/Pen
-5 Marbles

Momentum refers to how much stuff is moving and how fast it’s moving. Bigger objects 
have more momentum than smaller objects, and things that are going fast have more 
momentum than slower things. Momentum explains why the balls on the track don’t 
stop very easily – the momentum they have keeps them going. Do you think a heavier 
ball or a lighter ball has more momentum? 

Momentum can be transferred from one object to another. When one object hits 
another, the momentum from the first object is transferred to the second one. This can 
cause the second object to start moving and the first object to stop or slow down. 

Big Lab
Momentum

Try ThisTry This
1. Put the ruler on a flat surface.
2. Place 1 marble on the ruler.
3. Roll a second marble down the groove of the ruler so it hits the first one. What happens?
4. Repeat this test. Do you get the same results? Are you rolling the marble the same?
4. Set 2 marbles on the ruler. Roll a third one into them. What happens now? Record how far the 
marbles moved.
5. Try rolling different combinations of marbles down the ruler. You can even roll more than one 
marble at once. Each time record your observations.

Post-Activity

Materials (quantities for one pair)
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Post-Visit Activity

Things to Think About:Things to Think About:
1. What are you observations about how the marbles moved when they were hit?

2. All of your marbles are the same size.  What do you think would happen if you rolled a bigger 
marble into a smaller one?

3. When the marbles hit each other, the momentum moves from one marble to another.  Can you 
think of another example of when momentum is transferred?
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Momentum Data Recording SheetMomentum Data Recording Sheet

Post-Visit Activity
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Number of marbles sitting 
on the ruler

Number of marbles I 
am rolling

Distance the marbles on 
the ruler moved


